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Abstract. In the problem of Secure Message Transmission in the public discussion model (SMT-PD), a Sender wants to send a message to a Receiver privately
and reliably. Sender and Receiver are connected by n channels, up to t < n of
which may be maliciously controlled by a computationally unbounded adversary,
as well as one public channel, which is reliable but not private. The SMT-PD
abstraction has been shown instrumental in achieving secure multi-party computation on sparse networks, where a subset of the nodes are able to realize a
broadcast functionality, which plays the role of the public channel.
In this short survey paper, after formally defining the SMT-PD problem, we
overview the basic constructions starting with the first, rather communicationinefficient solutions to the problem, and ending with the most efficient solutions
known to-date—optimal private communication and sublinear public
communication.
These complexities refer to resource use for a single execution of an SMT-PD
protocol. We also review the amortized complexity of the problem, which would
arise in natural use-case scenarios where S and R must send several messages
back and forth, where later messages depend on earlier ones.

1 Introduction and Motivation
The model of Secure Message Transmission (SMT) was introduced by Dolev, Dwork,
Waarts and Yung [DDWY93] in an effort to understand the connectivity requirements
for secure communication in the information-theoretic setting. Generally speaking, an
SMT protocol involves a sender, S, who wishes to transmit a message M to a receiver,
R, using a number n of channels (“wires”), some of which are controlled by a malicious adversary A. The goal is to send the message both privately and reliably. Since its
introduction, SMT has been widely studied and optimized with respect to several different settings of parameters (for example, see [SA96, SNP04, ACH06, FFGV07, KS08]).
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It was shown in the original paper that PSMT is possible if and only if the adversary
“corrupts” a number of wires t < n2 .
The model of Secure Message Transmission by Public Discussion (SMT-PD) was
formally introduced by Garay and Ostrovsky [GO08] as an important building block for
achieving unconditionally secure multi-party computation (MPC) [BGW88, CCD88]
on sparse (i.e., not fully connected) networks. (An equivalent setup was studied earlier
in a different context by Franklin and Wright [FW98]—see Section 3.) In this model, in
addition to the wires in the standard SMT formulation, called “common” or “private”
wires from now on, S and R gain access to a public channel which the adversary can
read but not alter. In this new setting, secure message transmission is achievable even if
the adversary corrupts up to t < n of the private wires—i.e., up to all but one.
The motivation for this abstraction comes from the feasibility in partially connected
settings for a subset of the nodes in the network to realize a broadcast functionality [PSL80, LSP82] (aka the Byzantine Generals Problem) despite the limited connectivity [DPPU86, Upf92, BG93]1 , which plays the role of the public channel. (The
private wires would be the multiple paths between them; see Section 3 for a more detailed exposition of the motivating scenario.)
In this short survey paper, after formally defining the SMT-PD problem, we overview
the basic constructions starting with the first, rather communication-inefficient solutions
to the problem, and ending with the most efficient solutions known to-date—optimal
private communication and sublinear public communication. As in the case of PSMT,
SMT-PD protocols come with an associated round complexity, defined as the number
of information flows, which can only occur in one direction at a time, between S and
R, or vice versa. However, in the case of SMT-PD, where two types of communication
channels—private and public—exist, the round complexity must account for the use
of both. We also review results on this measure. These complexities refer to resource
use for a single execution of an SMT-PD protocol. We finally review the amortized
complexity of the problem, which would arise in natural use-case scenarios where S
and R must send several messages back and forth, where later messages depend on
earlier ones.
The presentation in general is at a high level, with references to the original publications where the mentioned results appeared for further reading, except for the treatment
of optimal private communication in Section 5, where we go into slightly more detail
for a variety of reasons, including: (1) the protocol presented there makes explicit use of
randomness extractors, which is instructive as randomness extractors are to be credited
for the reduction in the amount of transmitted randomness, which in turn is reflected
in the gain in private communication; (2) the protocol is used as a building block in
the following section, to achieve SMT-PD with sublinear public communication. Some
of the background material for this more detailed exposition—error-correcting codes
and consistency checks for codewords, and randomness extractors—is presented in the
Appendix.
Related problems. As mentioned above, the first variant of SMT considered in the literature is perfectly secure message transmission (PSMT), in which both privacy and
1

Called “almost-everywhere” agreement, or broadcast, in this setting, since not all uncorrupted
parties may agree on or output the broadcast value.
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reliability are perfect [DDWY93]. It is shown in the original paper that PSMT is possible if and only if n ≥ 2t + 1. For such n, 2 rounds are necessary and sufficient for
PSMT, while one-round PSMT is possible if and only if n ≥ 3t + 1.
The communication complexity of PSMT depends on the number of rounds. For
n
is neces1-round PSMT, Fitzi et al. [FFGV07] show that transmission rate ≥ n−3t
sary and sufficient. (Recall that n > 3t is required in this case.) For 2-round PSMT,
n
Srinathan et al. [SNP04] show that a transmission rate ≥ n−2t
is required2; this was
extended in [SPR07], which showed that increasing the number of rounds does not
help. Kurosawa and Suzuki [KS08] construct the first efficient (i.e., polynomial-time)
2-round PSMT protocol which matches this optimal transmission rate.
A number of relaxations of the perfectness requirements of PSMT are considered
in the literature to achieve various tradeoffs (see for example [CPRS08] for a detailed
discussion of variants of SMT). The most general version of SMT (or SMT-PD) is
perhaps (, δ)-SMT. We will call a protocol for SMT(-PD) an (, δ)-SMT(-PD) protocol
provided that the adversary’s advantage in distinguishing any two messages is at most ,
and the receiver correctly outputs the message with probability 1 − δ. The lower bound
n ≥ 2t + 1 holds even in this general setting (at least for non-trivial protocols, such as
those satisfying  + δ < 1/2); hence the most interesting case for SMT-PD is the case
when the public channel is required: t < n ≤ 2t.
For the “by Public Discussion” part of the name in the SMT-PD problem formulation,
Garay and Ostrovsky drew inspiration from the seminal work on privacy amplification
and secret-key agreement by Bennett et al. [BBR88, BBCM95] where two honest parties can also communicate through a public and authentic channel, as well as through a
private channel which an adversary can partially eavesdrop or tamper. This problem has
been studied extensively over the years under different variants of the original model. In
a sense and at a high level, SMT-PD can be considered as a specialized instance of the
original privacy amplification model, for a specific structure of the private communication, for example, viewing the communication over the multiple private wires between
S and R as “blocks” over a single channel, and a specific adversarial tampering function, where one of the blocks is to remain private and unchanged.

2 Model and Problem Definition
Definition 1. If X and Y are random variables over a discrete space S, the statistical
distance between X and Y is defined to be
def

Δ(X, Y ) =

1
|Pr[X = s] − Pr[Y = s]| .
2
s∈S

We say that X and Y are -close if Δ(X, Y ) ≤ .
The public discussion model for secure message transmission [GO08] consists of a
Sender S and Receiver R (PPTMs) connected by n communication channels, or wires,
and one public channel. S wishes to send a message MS from message space M to R,
2

The authors claim a matching upper bound as well, but this was shown to be flawed [ACH06].
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and to this end S and R communicate with each other in synchronous rounds in which
one player sends information across the wires and/or public channel. Communication
on the public channel is reliable but public; the common wires may be corrupted and so
are not necessarily reliable or private.
A is a computationally unbounded adversary who seeks to disrupt the communication and/or gain information on the message. A may adaptively corrupt up to t < n of
the common wires (potentially all but one!). Corrupted wires are actively controlled by
A: he can eavesdrop, block communication, or place forged messages on them. Further,
we assume A is rushing—in each round, he observes what is sent on the public channel
and all corrupted wires before deciding what to place on corrupted wires, or whether to
corrupt additional wires (which he then sees immediately).
An execution E of an SMT-PD protocol is determined by the random coins of S,
R, and A (which we denote CS , CR , CA respectively), and the message MS ∈ M.
The view of a player P ∈ {S, R, A} in an execution E, denoted ViewP , is a random
variable consisting of P’s random coins and all messages received (or overheard) by P.
(S’s view also includes MS ). Additionally, let ViewP (M0 ) denote the distribution on
ViewP induced by fixing MS = M0 . In each execution, R outputs a received message
MR , a function of ViewR .
We can now define an (, δ)-SMT-PD protocol (cf. [FW98, GO08, SJST09]):
Definition 2. A protocol Π in the model above, in which S attempts to send a message
MS to R, is (, δ)-secure (or simply, is an (, δ)-SMT-PD protocol) if it satisfies:
P RIVACY: For any two messages M0 , M1 ∈ M, ViewA (M0 ) and ViewA (M1 ) are
-close.
R ELIABILITY: For all MS ∈ M and all adversaries A, R should correctly receive
the message with probability at least 1 − δ; i.e., Pr[MR = MS ] ≥ 1 − δ. (The
probability is taken over all players’ random coins.)
As in the case of PSMT, SMT-PD protocols come with an associated round complexity,
defined as the number of information flows, which can only occur in one direction at
a time, between S and R, or vice versa. However, in the case of SMT-PD, where two
types of communication channels—private and public—exist, the round complexity of
a protocol is specified by the tuple (X, Y ), meaning a total of X communication rounds,
Y of which must use the public channel.

3 The First Solutions
As mentioned above, SMT-PD was introduced by Garay and Ostrovsky as an enabling
building block for achieving MPC [BGW88, CCD88] on partially connected networks,
a notion that they termed almost-everywhere MPC [GO08]. Recall that in the original
MPC setting with unconditional security (i.e., no bounds are assumed on the computational power of the adversary), n parties are assumed to be interconnected by a complete
graph of pairwise reliable and private channels. Such strong connectivity, however, is
far from modeling the actual connectivity of real communication networks, which is
what led researchers, starting with the seminal work of Dwork, Peleg, Pippenger and
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Upfal [DPPU86], to study the achievability of distributed, fault-tolerant tasks such as
Byzantine agreement [PSL80, LSP82] on networks with sparse connectivity, where not
all parties share point-to-point reliable and private channels.
As pointed out in [DPPU86], an immediate observation about this setting is that one
may not be able to guarantee agreement amongst all honest parties, and some of them,
say x, must be given up, which is the reason for the “almost-everywhere” task qualifier.
Thus, in this line of work the goal is to be able to tolerate a high value for t (a constant
fraction of n is the best possible) while minimizing x.3 Recall that Byzantine agreement
and broadcast (aka the Byzantine Generals Problem), where there is only one sender and
the rest of the parties are to agree on the sender’s value, are two closely related tasks.
The observation made by Garay and Ostrovsky was that “almost-everywhere” broadcast
could readily instantiate a public channel between all pairs of nodes where the task was
possible (specifically, amongst (n − t − x)-many nodes), while the multiple, potentially
not disjoint paths would play the role of the private wires.
Going back to SMT-PD specifics, Garay and Ostrovsky first describe a (4,3)-round
(0, δ) protocol which was subsequently improved by the authors to (3,2) rounds [Gar08].
The protocol has the following basic structure, which has been kept by most of subsequent work:
1. In the first round, one of the parties (in their case R) sends lots of randomness on
each private wire.
2. Using the public channel, R then sends checks to verify the randomness sent in the
first round was not tampered with.
3. S discards any tampered wires, combines each remaining wire’s randomness to get
a one-time pad R, and sends C = M ⊕ R on the public channel, where M is the
message to be sent.
We refer to [GO08] for details on the protocol. Now, although acceptable as a feasibility result, the protocol has linear transmission rate on both the public and private
channels, which does sound excessive, as for example, given the amount of randomness that is needed to “blind” the message in the last round, a constant transmission rate
on the public channel should in principle suffice. Indeed, reducing both public and private communication has been the goal of subsequent work, presented in the following
sections.
Unnoticed by Garay and Ostrovsky at the time, however, was the fact that work done
earlier by Franklin and Wright [FW98] in a slightly different message transmission
context would yield an equivalent setup. Specifically, Franklin and Wright studied a
model where S and R would be connected by n lines, each comprising a sequence of
m nodes, not counting sender and receiver. In this model, they consider multicast as
the only communication primitive. A message that is multicast by any node is (authentically, and only) received by all its neighbors—i.e., both neighbors of an “internal”
node, or all n neighbors of S and R.
3

As shown in the original paper, the dependency on d, the degree of the network, to achieve
this goal is paramount. See [CGO10] for the state of the art on efficient (i.e., polynomial-time)
agreement and MPC protocols on small-degree networks.
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They present protocols for reliable and secure communication for the multicast model,
and, importantly, they show an equivalence between networks with multicast and those
with simple lines and broadcast (i.e., the public discussion model). A first SMT-PD protocol results as a consequence of that equivalence. The resulting protocol also has round
complexity (3, 2) as the [GO08] protocol4; however, when t < n <  3t
2  (including the
worst case t = n + 1), their protocol has (pick your poison) either positive privacy error
 > 0, or exponential communication complexity. Refer to [FW98] for further details
on the protocol.
In addition, Franklin and Wright show the following impossibility result (using our
current terminology):
Theorem 3 ([FW98]). Perfectly reliable (δ = 0) SMT-PD protocols are impossible
when n ≤ 2t.
On the other hand, perfect privacy ( = 0) is possible, and is achieved by the two
protocols mentioned above, as well as by the more efficient ones reviewed in the sequel.

4 Round Complexity
The round complexity of both SMT-PD protocols mentioned in the previous section is
(3, 2), again meaning 3 total number of rounds, 2 of which use the public channel. However, it was not known whether this round complexity was optimal. In [SJST09], Shi,
Jiang, Safavi-Naini and Tuhin show that this is indeed the case, namely, that the minimum values of X and Y for which an (X, Y )-round (, δ)-SMT-PD protocol can exist
are 3 and 2, respectively. We now overview their approach (the following paragraph is
taken from [SJST09] almost verbatim).
The result is obtained in three steps. First, they prove that there is no (2, 2)-round
1
when n ≤ 2t, where M denotes the
(, δ)-SMT-PD protocol with  + δ < 1 − |M|
message space, meaning that such protocols with (2, 2) round complexity will be either
unreliable or insecure. In the second step they show that when the party, S or R, who
will invoke the public channel does not depend on the protocol execution but is statically
determined by the protocol specification, then there is no (X, 1)-round (, δ)-SMT-PD
1
1
and δ < 12 (1 − |M|
) when n ≤ 2t. Lastly,
protocol, X ≥ 3, with  + δ < 1 − |M|
they generalize this last step to the case where the invoker of the public channel is not
fixed at the start of the protocol, but instead adaptively determined in each execution,
3
.
and show that there is no (3, 1)-round (, δ)-SMT-PD protocol with 3 + 2δ < 1 − |M|
We remark that at a high level, the approach to proving these lower bounds is similar in spirit to that taken for the connectivity lower bound of n ≥ 2t + 1 for PSMT
[DDWY93]. Namely, it is assumed toward contradiction that a protocol with n = 2t
exists. Then, an adversary is considered who randomly corrupts either the first or the
last t wires, and then follows the protocol specification to “impersonate” S and R to
4

The round complexity is not apparent from the text, for two reasons: (1) The protocol is
described in terms of the multicast model, not SMT-PD directly; and (2) the authors consider
synchronous “rounds” not in the abstract SMT-PD model, but in the more concrete setting of
nodes relaying messages in the underlying network.
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each other on the corrupted wires. Formally, Shi et al. define a relation W on protocol executions, where (E, E  ) ∈ W (E and E  are called swapped executions) if the
following holds:
In execution E:
– S has message MS and coins CS ;
– R has coins CR ;
– A corrupts the first t wires, impersonates S using message MA and coins CAS ,
and impersonates R using coins CAR .
In execution E  :
– S has message MA and coins CAS ;
– R has coins CAR ;
– A corrupts the last t wires, impersonates S using message MS and coins CS ,
and impersonates R using coins CR .
When no public channel is available (as in [DDWY93]), S and R can simply never
distinguish whether they are in E or E  , rendering PSMT (indeed, any (, δ)-SMT for
non-trivial parameter choices) impossible. When, as here, the public channel is available, S and R can leverage it to separate true messages from fakes, but only following
sufficient interaction (hence the round lower bounds).
To give a better flavor for why “sufficient interaction” entails (3,2) round complexity,
consider the second step described above, which appears as the following theorem:
Theorem 4 ([SJST09]). Let n ≤ 2t and X ≥ 3. Then an (X, 1)-round (, δ)-SMT1
or δ ≥
PD protocol with fixed invoker of public channel has either  + δ ≥ 1 − |M|
1
1
2 (1 − |M| ).
We now give a high-level sketch of the proof of this theorem. Though we omit full
technical details (see [SJST09]), we hope to capture the essence of the argument.
Assume that Π is an (, δ)-SMT-PD protocol which invokes the public channel only
once, with fixed invoker.
Case 1: R invokes the public channel. Reliability will be broken. Observe that prior
to any invocation of the public channel, the parties are in the same situation as if no
public channel existed, hence A’s impersonations are entirely undetectable. During this
portion of the execution, S cannot send more than  information about the message on
either the first t or the last t wires, at risk of violating -privacy.
At some point, R invokes the public channel. Now, S may detect which set of wires
is corrupted. However, it is of no use: with the public channel no longer available, S
has no way of reliably getting this knowledge to R. Therefore A, after viewing R’s
public message, can simply continue to impersonate S towards R as before (taking into
account how the impersonation would respond to the public transmission). R will be
unable to distinguish between two swapped executions E and E  . Any time he outputs
the correct message in E, he outputs the incorrect message in E  , and vice versa—the
exception being the 1/|M| mass of swapped executions where MS = MA . Hence R
can do essentially no better than 1/2 at correctly outputting MS , when |M| is large.
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Case 2: S invokes the public channel. Either privacy or reliability is broken. As before,
prior to invoking the public channel, S cannot send more than δ information about the
message on either the first or the last t wires, and S and R cannot distinguish between
a certain pair of swapped executions.
Eventually S invokes the public channel (on which he cannot send more than δ information without breaking privacy!). R may now be able to tell which set of wires is
corrupted. From this point forward, A will impersonate R as though he received the
public transmission sent by S. Therefore S is still unable to distinguish between a certain swapped pair E and E  . Now S faces a dilemma: if he sends enough information
on even one of the first or last t sets of wires to determine the message with high probability, then with probability 1/2 privacy is broken; on the other hand, if he does not
send this information, then reliability is broken.
For full details of the above argument, as well as the proof that (2, 2)-round SMT-PD
is impossible and the extension to an adaptively chosen invoker, we refer the interested
reader to [SJST09].
In addition to the lower bound, Shi et al. present a new (, δ)-SMT-PD protocol with
constant transmission rate on the public channel, as opposed to linear as in [GO08], as
well as linear transmission rate on the private channels. (See upcoming sections.)

5 SMT-PD with Optimal Private Communication
We start this section by stating the minimal private communication complexity required
by any (, δ)-SMT-PD protocol, as shown by Garay, Givens and Ostrovsky [GGO10]:
Theorem 5 ([GGO10]). Let Π be any (, δ)-SMT-PD protocol with n ≤ 2t, in the
presence of a passive, non-adaptive adversary A. Let C denote the expected communication (in bits) over the private wires (the expectation is taken over all players’ coins
and the choice of MS ∈ M). Then
C≥

√
√
n
· (− log(1/|M| + 2) − H2 ( δ) − 2 δ log |M|),
n−t

where H2 (·) denotes the binary entropy function. In particular, if  = O(1/|M|) and
δ = O(1), then C = Ω(mn/(n − t)), where m = |MS |.
We mentioned above the linear transmission rate in private communication incurred by
protocols in [GO08, SJST09], essentially meaning an n-fold overhead for the transmission of a message, compared to the Ω(n/(n − t)) bound above. We now reproduce a basic (, δ)-SMT-PD protocol presented in [GGO10] matching this bound. Here
we present the “generic” version of the protocol; refer to [GGO10] for alternative
instantiations.
In [GGO10] the protocol is called ΠGen (for “generic”). ΠGen relies on two primitives as black boxes: an error-correcting code E and an average-case strong extractor,
ExtA (see Appendix). The efficiency of the protocol depends on the interaction between
the basic parameters of the protocol—, δ, m, n, and t—and the parameters of E and
ExtA . At a high level, the protocol has the same basic structure outlined in Section 3.
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Protocol ΠGen (, δ, m, n, t, E , ExtA )
P RI

1. (R → S). For each wire i, R chooses a random ri ∈ {0, 1}K and sends the codeword
Ci = Enc(ri ) along wire i. Let Ci∗ be the codeword received by S, and ri∗ = Dec(Ci∗ ).
P UB
2. (R → S). R chooses a random subset J = {j1 , j2 , . . . , j } ⊂ [N ] of codeword
indices, |J| = . Let
Ci |J = (Ci,j1 , Ci,j2 , . . . , Ci,j ) ∈ {0, 1}
be the codeword Ci restricted to the indices of J. R sends (J, {Ci |J }i∈[n] ) to S over
the public channel.
P UB
3. (S → R). S rejects any wire i which is syntactically incorrect (including the case
that Ci∗ is not a valid codeword), or for which Ci |J conflicts with Ci∗ . Call the set of
remaining, accepted wires ACC, and let B ∈ {0, 1}n , where bi = 1 ⇐⇒ i ∈ ACC.
Let α∗ denote the concatenation of ri∗ for all i ∈ ACC, padded with zeroes so that
|α∗ | = nK. S chooses seed ∈ {0, 1}s uniformly at random. He applies ExtA :
{0, 1}nK × {0, 1}s → {0, 1}m to obtain R∗ = ExtA (α∗ , seed), where |R∗ | = m. S
puts C = MS ⊕ R∗ , and sends (B, C, seed) on the public channel.
Receiver: R uses B to reconstruct ACC. He forms α by concatenating ri for each i ∈
ACC, and padding with zeroes to size nK. He applies ExtA : {0, 1}nK × {0, 1}s →
{0, 1}m , obtaining R = ExtA (α, seed). He then recovers MR = C ⊕ R.

Fig. 1. A generic SMT-PD protocol with optimal communication complexity on the private wires and linear communication complexity on the public channel

However, the use of extractors allows to reduce the amount of transmitted randomness,
which is reflected in the gain in private communication.
One remark is that one may modify ΠGen to have interaction order S-R-S, instead
of R-R-S as presented here. One advantage of R-R-S is that when instantiated with
deterministic extractors, it does not require any random coins for S (in contrast to SR-S, where both parties use randomness crucially).
Let error-correcting code E have encoding and decoding functions Enc : {0, 1}K →
{0, 1}N and Dec : {0, 1}N → {0, 1}K , respectively, and relative minimum distance
D. (K is specified below.) While N > K may be arbitrarily large for the purpose of
correctness, K/N and D are both required to be constant for the complexity analysis—
that is, E is asymptotically good.
Second, let ExtA be an average-case (nK, m, kmin , /2)-strong extractor. Here K
is, as above, the source length of the error-correcting code E, and m and  are the
message-length and privacy parameters of ΠGen . kmin is the min-entropy threshold.
Now clearly m ≤ kmin ≤ nK. On the other hand, it is required that kmin = O(m) for
the complexity claim to hold—that is, ExtA should extract a constant fraction of the
min-entropy. Further, the extractor’s seed length s should be O(n + m).
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1
Finally, let b = 1−D
, and then set  = logb (t/δ). Now with foresight, set K =
5
kmin /(n − t) + . Note that if kmin = O(m), then K = O(m)/(n − t) + . The
protocol, ΠGen , is presented in Fig. 1.
The following is shown in [GGO10]:

Theorem 6 ([GGO10]). Let t < n. Protocol ΠGen is a (3, 2)-round (, δ)-SMT-PD
mn
protocol with communication complexity O( n−t
) on the private wires provided that
m/(n−t) = Ω(log(t/δ)), and communication complexity max(O(log(t/δ)(n+log m)),
O(m + n)) on the public channel, provided only that m = Ω(log(t/δ)).
Refer to [GGO10] for details on the proof and complexity analysis of the above theorem, as well as for possible instantiations of ΠGen . For example, for 0-private protocols,
the most important instantiation would be that with Reed-Solomon codes and the extractor Extq of Appendix B. Nevertheless, other choices of explicit extractor, such as
Kamp and Zuckerman’s deterministic symbol-fixing extractor [KZ06], are possible.

6 Reducing Public Communication
Protocol ΠGen from the previous section, while achieving optimal private communication, incurs a cost of size m on the public channel in its Round 3 communication.
The same (i.e., linear public communication) holds for the SMT-PD protocol by Shi et
al. [SJST09] alluded to in Section 4. However, as mentioned earlier, the implementation
of a public channel on point-to-point networks is costly and highly non-trivial in terms
of rounds of computation and communication, as already the sending of a single message to a node that is not directly connected is simulated by sending the message over
multiple paths, not just blowing up the communication but also incurring a slowdown
factor proportional to the diameter of the network, and this is a process that must be
repeated many times—linear in the number of corruptions for deterministic, error-free
broadcast protocols (e.g., [GM98]), or expected (but high) constant for randomized protocols [FM97, KK06]—which makes minimizing the use of this resource by SMT-PD
protocols an intrinsically compelling issue.
We now overview a protocol for SMT-PD presented in [GGO10] which achieves logarithmic communication complexity (in m) on the public channel. In addition, the promn
)
tocol is perfectly private, achieves the optimal communication complexity of O( n−t
on the private wires, and has optimal round complexity of (3, 2).
The improvement comes from the insight that S can send the third-round message
(C, in the notation of ΠGen ) on the common wires, provided that S authenticates the
transmission (making use of the public channel). S could simply send C on every common wire and authenticate C publicly. The downside of this approach is that the private
mn
)—no longer optimal. The sowire complexity would then be Ω(mn) rather than O( n−t
lution presented in [GGO10] is to take C and encode it once again using Reed-Solomon
m
, such that any n − t correct Ci ’s will
codes into shares C1 , . . . , Cn , each of size ≈ n−t
reconstruct C. S then sends Ci on wire i, and authenticates each Ci publicly.
5

As a sanity check, observe that kmin ≤ nK = n(kmin /(n − t) + ), so the extractor we
define can exist.
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cm
This authentication uses a short secret key, call it s∗ , of size (n + log( n−t
)) (which
is the cost of authenticating n messages of size cm/(n − t), using the consistency
check of Appendix A; c is an absolute constant). Thus, S and R run two processes
in parallel: a “small” strand, in which S privately sends the short key to R; and a
“big” strand, in which S sends MS to R, making use of the shared key in the third
round. The small protocol sends the short key using any reasonably efficient SMT-PD
protocol—for example, ΠGen from Section 5, instantiated with Reed-Solomon codes. In
order to achieve perfect privacy and optimal private wire complexity, Garay, Givens and
Ostrovsky also use ΠGen with Reed-Solomon codes for the big strand of the protocol.
Call the resulting protocol ΠSPD (for “small” public discussion). As a result, they are
able to show the following:

Theorem 7 ([GGO10]). Protocol ΠSPD is a valid (3, 2)-round (0, 3δ)-SMT-PD
mn
) on the private wires and
protocol. It has communication complexity O( n−t
O(n log(t/δ) log m) on the public channel, provided m = Ω(n log(t/δ) log q).

7 Amortized SMT-PD
As mentioned in Section 1, the motivation behind the formulation of SMT-PD was for
such a protocol to be used as a subroutine multiple times in a larger protocol, in which
case a natural question is whether some of the lower bounds on resource use for a single
execution of SMT-PD can be beaten on average through amortization. For instance, an
almost-everywhere MPC protocol may invoke an SMT-PD subroutine every time any
two nodes in the underlying network need to communicate. Must they use the public
channel twice every single time, or can the nodes involved, say, save some state information which allows them to reduce their use of the public channel in later invocations?
In [GGO10], Garay, Givens and Ostrovsky show that amortization can in fact drastically reduce the use of the public channel: indeed, it is possible to limit the total number
of uses of the public channel to two, no matter how many messages are ultimately sent
between two nodes. (Since two uses of the public channel are required to send any
reliable communication whatsoever, this is best possible.)
Of course, S and R may use the first execution of SMT-PD to establish a shared
secret key, which can then be used for message encryption and authentication on the
common wires. The Sender computes a ciphertext and sends it (with authentication) on
every common wire. With overwhelming probability, no forged message is accepted as
authentic, and the Receiver accepts the unique, authentic message which arrives on any
good wire. However, since we are considering the information-theoretic setting, each
use of the shared key reduces its entropy with respect to the adversary’s view. If the
parties know in advance an upper bound on the total communication they will require,
and can afford to send a proportionally large shared key in the first execution of SMTPD, then this approach is tenable by itself.
In some situations, however, the players may not know a strict upper bound on the
number of messages they will send. And even when they do, it may happen that the
protocol terminates early with some probability, so that an initial message with large
entropy is mostly wasted. With these considerations in mind, it is worth exploring strategies which allow S and R to communicate indefinitely after using only two broadcast
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rounds and a limited initial message. The approach in [GGO10] is to separate Sender
and Receiver’s interaction following the first execution of SMT-PD into two modes: a
Normal Mode and a Fault-Recovery Mode.
In the Normal Mode, S and R communicate over the common wires without making
use of their shared key; they are successful provided the adversary does not actively interfere. However, if the adversary does interfere, one of the players (say R) will detect
this and enter Fault-Recovery Mode, in which he uses the shared key to broadcast information about the messages he received on each common wire, allowing S to determine
at least one corrupted wire (which he then informs R about, authentically).
In this way, S and R communicate reliably and privately so long as the adversary
is passive; and any time he is active, they are able to eliminate at least one corrupted
wire. This is achieved in [GGO10] by defining a weaker version of SMT-PD in which
reliability is only guaranteed for a passive adversary—i.e., if the adversary only eavesdrops, then R receives the message correctly; however, if the adversary actively corrupts any wire, then with probability ≥ 1 − δ, either R receives the message correctly
(MR = MS ), or R outputs “Corruption detected.” In [GGO10], the authors present a
protocol that achieves Weak SMT-PD in one round.
Note that Weak SMT-PD, as sketched above, is similar in spirit to almost SMT from
the standard (non-public discussion) model [KS07], in that both are relaxations which
allow one-round transmission (for Weak SMT-PD, only with a passive adversary). The
difference is that in the ordinary model, definitions for almost SMT require that the
message be correctly received with overwhelming probability regardless of the adversary’s actions; in the public discussion model, when the adversary controls a majority of
wires, this is impossible, so it is only required that corruptions be detected. Indeed, one
cannot guarantee reliability in a single round even when the adversary simply blocks
transmission on corrupted wires (otherwise a minority of wires would carry enough
information to recover the message, thus violating privacy).
Theorem 8 ([GGO10]). Given an initial shared secret consisting of O(n2 ) field elements, S and R can communicate indefinitely using only the private wires. The probability that one of them will ever accept an incorrect message is ≤ tδ. Moreover, with
probability ≥ 1 − tδ, A gains at most δ information on each of t different messages,
and no information on any other message.

8 Summary and Future Work
In this brief survey we have reviewed the motivation behind the formulation of the
SMT-PD problem, as well as presented a historical overview of existing constructions,
culminating with an SMT-PD protocol that achieves optimal private communication and
sublinear public communication, in the optimal number of rounds [GGO10]. Specifically (and assuming for simplicity δ = O(1)), the protocol has public channel communication complexity O(n log n log m), where m is the size of the message, for messages
of sufficient size, namely, m/ log m = Ω(n log n). An immediate question is whether
these bounds—public communication as well as messages sizes for which it can be
achieved—can be improved.
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A Error-Correcting Codes and Consistency Checks for
Codewords
For the results alluded to in this paper, the following definition of error-correcting codes
is sufficient:
Definition 9. Given a finite alphabet Σ, an error-correcting code E of minimum distance d is a pair of mappings Enc : Σ K → Σ N , where K < N and Dec : Σ N → Σ K ,
such that (1) any two distinct elements x, y in the image of Enc (the codewords) have
dist(x, y) ≥ d in the Hamming metric; (2) Dec(Enc(x)) = x for all x ∈ Σ K .6 We
say E has rate K/N and relative minimum distance d/N .
The protocols presented here require a family of codes of increasing input length which
is asymptotically good, that is, E should have constant rate and constant relative minimum distance D. See, e.g., [MS83] for a standard reference.
Of particular interest are the well-known Reed-Solomon codes over Fq , obtained by
oversampling polynomials in Fq [X]. Given an input in FK
q , we interpret it as a polynomial f of degree ≤ K − 1; to obtain a codeword from f , we simply evaluate it at N
distinct points in Fq , for any N > K. Indeed, any two such polynomials agree on at
most K −1 points, therefore the Reed-Solomon code has minimum distance N −K +1.
6

Note in particular that this allows us to test for membership in the image Enc(Σ K ) by first
decoding and then re-encoding.
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Protocols make use of a simple method to probabilistically detect when codewords
sent on the private wires are altered by A. Simply put, the sender of the codeword reveals a small subset of the codeword symbols. Formally, suppose S sends a codeword
C ∈ Σ N to R over one of the private wires, and R receives the (possibly altered) codeword C ∗ . (If R receives a non-codeword, he immediately rejects it.) Then to perform
the consistency check, S chooses a random set J = {j1 , j2 , . . . , j } ⊂ [N ] and sends
(J, C|J ) to R, where C|J represents the codeword C restricted to the indices in J. If the
revealed symbols match, then the consistency check succeeds; otherwise the check fails
and R rejects C ∗ as tampered.
Suppose A alters C to a different codeword, C ∗ = C. Since C and C ∗ are distinct valid
codewords, they differ in at least, say, 1/3 of their symbols. Therefore, the probability
that they agree on a randomly chosen index is ≤ 2/3, and so
Pr[R accepts C ∗ ] = Pr[C|J = C ∗ |J ] ≤ (2/3) .
Thus, with probability ≥ 1 − (2/3), R will reject a tampered codeword. Of course, the
validity of the check depends upon A not knowing J at the time of potential corruption
of C.

B Average Min-Entropy and Average-Case Randomness
Extractors
Recall that the min-entropy of a distribution X = (X1 , . . . , XN ) over {0, 1}N is defined as
H∞ (X) = min (− log (Pr[X = x])) ,
x

and gives a measure of the amount of randomness “contained” in a weakly random
source. We say a distribution X is a kmin -source if H∞ (X) ≥ kmin .
A (seeded) (N, M, kmin , )-strong extractor is a (deterministic) function
Ext : {0, 1}N × {0, 1}D → {0, 1}M
such that for any kmin -source X, the distribution UD ◦ Ext(X, UD ) is -close to
UD ◦ UM (where Uk represents the uniform distribution on {0, 1}k ). The input to the
extractor is the N -bit kmin -source, X, together with a truly random seed s, which is
uniformly distributed over {0, 1}D . Its output is an M -bit string which is statistically
close to uniform, even conditioned on the seed s used to generate it.
This notion of min-entropy, and of a general randomness extractor, may be an awkward fit when considering an adversary with side information Y as above. In these
cases, a more appropriate measure may be found in the average min-entropy of X given
Y , defined in [DORS08] by



H̃∞ (X | Y ) = − log Ey←Y max Pr [X = x | Y = y] .
x

Note that this definition is based on the worst-case probability for X, conditioned on
the average distribution (as opposed to worst-case probability) of Y . The rationale is
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that Y is assumed to be outside of the adversary’s control; however, once Y is known,
the adversary then predicts the most likely X, given that particular Y .
[DORS08] use average min-entropy to define an object closely related to extractors:
A (seeded) average-case (N, M, kmin , )-strong extractor is a (deterministic) function
Ext : {0, 1}N × {0, 1}D → {0, 1}M
such that the distribution of (UD ◦Ext(X, UD ), I) is -close to (UD ◦UM , I), whenever
(X, I) is a jointly distributed pair satisfying H̃∞ (X | I) ≥ kmin . The similarity to
an ordinary extractor is clear. [DORS08] prove the following fact about average minentropy:
Fact 10. If Y has at most 2 possible values, then H̃∞ (X | (Y, Z)) ≥ H̃∞ (X | Z)− .
Extracting randomness from Fq . Some of the instantiations in this paper make use of
a special-purpose deterministic (seedless) extractor Extq which operates at the level of
field elements in Fq as opposed to bits. Extq works not on general min-entropy sources,
but on the restricted class of symbol-fixing sources, which are strings in FN
q such that
some subset of K symbols is distributed independently and uniformly over Fq , while
the remaining N − K symbols are fixed. Given a sample from any such source, Extq
outputs K field elements which are uniformly distributed over FK
q .
Extq works as follows: Given α ∈ FN
,
construct
f
∈
F
[X]
of degree ≤ N − 1,
q
q
such that f (i) = αi for i = 0, . . . , N − 1. Then Extq (α) = (f (N ), f (N + 1), . . . ,
f (N + K − 1)). (Of course we require N + K ≤ q.) This extractor has proven useful
in previous SMT protocols as well (see, e.g., [ACH06, KS08]).

